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11 December 2019 

CEO Recent Activity Report to CHASA Board, Dec 2019 

1. Firearms Issues 

There has been much activity in the firearm arena since our last activity report 

Refusals and Requirements. It seems that although general applications for new licences/renewals are coming 

through, the SAPS still throw peculiar and pedantic things in the way here and there. A recent case was SAPS 

Western Cape rejecting a certificate simply because the words used in the solemn declaration were 

“Responsible Person” and not “Chair Person”! This is typical malicious nonsense, and we request such matters 

be brought to our attention. 

Legislation. No known movement on this issue 

Amnesty. Since the last report the SAPS re-approached the Portfolio Committee with some rectifications to 

their proposed amnesty. The committee approved this version for tabling in the National Assembly, and in fact a 

“report” rather than an amnesty document with proper terms was tabled and passed. The Minister thus 

gazetted a very vague and somewhat flawed amnesty to start on 1 Dec and run until 31 May 2020.  

Our immediate, and still current advice, is that although this amnesty is flawed it can still provide the only 

possible solution for those with expired licences. There is litigation pending from Fidelity, GOSA and now NHSA, 

all of which is common knowledge which could change the dynamics, but for now members should ensure they 

have, or get, valid competency in place URGENTLY.  

The NHSA case is focussed on halting the amnesty altogether, and forcing SAPS to consult stakeholders prior to 

proclaiming an amnesty that IS a solution to the expired licence crisis. The CHASA CEO was asked, and with Exco 

approval supplied, a supporting affidavit for this case which largely focussed on the complete break down in 

recent years of any meaningful stakeholder engagement from SAPS/CFR and the Secretary of Police experienced 

in his capacity as Chair of the Hunters Forum. 

Much may happen after the CHASA office closes, but up-dates and discussion through the Board WhatsApp 

group will continue.  

Portfolio Committee/Sec of Pol/CFR Liaison. The CEO was afforded at short notice a chance to meet the new 

(6th Parliament) Police Portfolio Committee Chairlady, Tina Joemat-Pettersson, and the committee Chief Whip, 

Kebby Maphatsoe, in Cape Town recently. As the meeting occurred during the very busy annual reports week 

the meeting was very brief. The Chairlady is certainly curious to understand more about the complexity of the 
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firearm ownership regime in SA. But it is clear that we will need to do a lot of work to bring the committee up to 

speed with issues. Time will tell whether this succeeds.  

There remains no contact with either CFR or the Secretary of Police. 

Pending Litigation. The only news is the new case regarding the amnesty as dealt with above. All other matters 

are as previously reported. 

Airline meeting. The meeting with an alternative airline to SAA for the carriage of firearms was held with much 

positive outcome. The airline, which has asked for their name to remain private for now, believes they will 

introduce trial firearm carriage on some select routes in order to test systems, from as early as March 2020. We 

will share info as it comes to light. 

United Firearm Forum – UFF. A meeting of the UFF was held on 22 Nov in Pretoria. CHASA represented by CEO 

and Secretary maintain that the UFF must primarily first work on its own internal structure and modus operandi 

before dealing in depth with firearm issues. For too long the UFF only gathers reactively when a crisis occurs, 

and therefore is of little effect.  

The meeting did create a sub-group to work on its structure and a ToR on which our CEO serves, and also a few 

sub-groups to work on specific broad sectors of the firearm advocacy cause being; legislative, political, media 

and research. CHASA CEO is also on the political sub-group, and our Secretary is on the media sub-group.  

 

2. Wildlife/Hunting Issues 

Wildlife Forums – Nat and Prov.  

The National WF - There has been no further WF meetings since the last report. 

The High-Level Panel into the hunting, management and utilisation of Lion, Leopard, Rhino and Elephant has 

been announced and is commencing its work. The CEO will keep abreast and make the required submissions 

whether verbally or in writing in due course.  

Eastern Cape - Secsicom - The CEO attended the 5 Nov meeting in Port Elizabeth and again the CHASA inputs 

were well received on all relevant topics. There is some concern that a disconnect exists between the provincial 

official’s approach to regulatory matters and the national department’s more optimistic and developmental 

strategies with the Green Economy and enabling of sustainable use. It is thus very useful for the CEO to attend 

these provincial meetings where he can often call out officials who are restrictively out-of-step.  

The Terms of Reference of SECSICOM was also, by the CHASA CEO’s suggestion, reviewed and up-dated at this 

meeting and a new draft will be tabled for acceptance at the next meeting.  

SANBI Meeting – Leopard Non-Detrimental Findings. The last NDF for leopard was produced in 2015, and 

resulted in the moratorium that was placed on all leopard hunting from 2016, which has now been slightly 

relaxed with incredibly small quota announced last year, and expected again this year. The CEO reviewed that 

NDF and queried some seemingly fatal flaws in its model as it is a template “borrowed” from other countries 

where no private wildlife estate provides hunting. He expressed these concerns to SANBI and Dept officials and 

they have agreed that some variations to the model are in order. The CEO arranged a meeting at SANBI, and 

invited PHASA to join, where the matter was quite successfully workshopped, and we look forward to a new 
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NDF for leopard being produced in the next financial year that will be far more aligned to South African private 

wildlife dynamics.   

Game Meat Forum. The forum met again, but a diary clash lead to the CEO not attending. A draft ToR will be 

circulated and CHASA Exco will keep an eye on the developments. Probably more info will be shared early in 

2020. 

SAN-Parks Transformation Summit. The CEO attended a four-day event arranged by SAN-Parks at the Golden 

Gate Highland National Park. The event brought about 220 delegates from across the country, to seek ways 

where SAN-Parks could leverage assistance to communities living in, adjacent to or near parks. It is clear that 

SAN-Parks staff from top down, all acknowledge the critical role that sustainable utilisation plays in leveraging 

value from natural resources. They are strongly pro-hunting. There is no doubt that opportunities could flow 

where associations could partner up to mentor successes but it will take hard work, luck and extreme patience 

in many cases. CHASA is very respected at this stage, and we can facilitate these opportunities for associations 

who are keen. 

Stakeholder Liaison. The CEO was invited to the WRSA Easter Cape Congress and Dinner. He delivered an 

address regarding the need for aligned groups to form closer coalitions towards fighting off threats of anti-

hunting animal-rightism in partnership with all threatened sustainable-use partners. Threats are getting greater 

and more sophisticated and we need to raise our bar to match. The CHASA President, Prof Pieter van Niekerk 

was awarded the Lifetime Achiever Award for his work in the Wildlife Sector in the Eastern Cape. 

The CHASA CEO attended the PHASA Congress in Bela-bela in Nov, and took part in two panel discussions 

relating to the game meat scheme and HAWASA. The CHASA President attended as the main session facilitator. 

Both report that PHASA is at a new “high” in their spirit, success, leadership and focus. It was incredibly positive 

and CHASA is proud to have been, and remained, good friends and supporters of this organisation over their 

recent tribulations. The CHASA CEO was awarded an honorary PHASA membership for the second year for his 

work and support.   

3. CHASA Matters 

Member Management System. Two streams, exploring an inhouse developed version and an external 

collaborative version, are progressing simultaneously on this project. There will be substantial information, well 

before the next Board Meeting, shared to associations so that a committed decision is feasible in Feb. 

Action Pistol Runners. This project has been dogged by bad-luck delays and is ageing your CEO rapidly      . A 

number of stages have been disrupted by short-notice priorities, and now when a critical test of the final 

electronic proto-type was needed, an extended period of solid rain. Everything mechanical is now done, but this 

test is needed before the electronic boards can be commissioned and this rain delay is going to cause delay until 

business re-opens in Jan. Please bear with me! 

CHASA Special Interest Groups. In keeping with the Board decision on policy for special interest groups taken at 

the May meeting, and a further discussion with ECGMA who raised the matter originally, a draft policy has been 

formulated. Both our current SIG’s have agreed to its content and it will be circulated now for consideration. At 

the next Board meeting this will need ratification, and the old policy (also circulated for info) will need to be 

withdrawn. We trust this closes the matter to everyone’s satisfaction. 
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Trade and Sponsorship Liaison. The CEO was invited to the opening of the new Wildman super-store and their 

corporate head office in Centurion, Pretoria on 27 Sept. Safari and Outdoor invited him to attend their 

expansion into fishing section at their Pretoria store on 23 Oct. Both businesses are very positive towards CHASA 

and there will be opportunities for deals and/or sponsorships with both.  

Our old friend Hennie v.d. Walt FROM Wild 7 Jag group had urgent and serious surgery requiring the removal of 

his spleen and a large cyst. He is recovering well, and although officially on “light duty” has been getting around 

a bit again. CHASA certainly wishes him the speediest of recoveries and look forward to his company at our 

meetings again soon. 

4. Office Closure and Season’s Greetings 

The CHASA office will close on 13 Dec and re-open on 7 January 2020. The CEO will be available on phone, email 

and WhatsApp for most/all that time and Board Members are welcome to make contact. 

Thank you to the Exco, Office and whole Board for a wonderful and creative year that was. Thank you also for 

the hospitality from those associations I managed to visit over the last few months. 

May you all have a Blessed Christmas, Grand Hogmanay and a safe and peaceful Festive Season.   

Stephen 

 


